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Abst ract - - In  this paper, a new formulation for the representation a d designing of curves and 
surfaces is presented. It has been shown that the main advantage of using our formulation in com- 
parison to the Bezier formulation is that after inputting a set of control points, weights, and values 
for a set of newly introduced control parameters, the designer has been provided the flexibility of 
choosing his desired curve from a set of curves which differ either locally or globally by either suitably 
modifying the values for the control parameters or by changing the control points. It is shown that 
our formulation is more general than the rational Bezier, and therefore, Bezier formulations. 
Keywords - -Bez ie r  and rational Bezier curves/surface patches, Local behaviour. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Parametr ic  representat ion f curves and surfaces is widely used in Computer  A ided Geometr ic  De- 
sign (CAGD) to model  interact ively various surfaces by means of surface patches. The commonly  
used parametr ic  forms for curve/surface representat ion and design are Bezier, B-spline, ~-spl ine 
and Coon's  formulat ions [1-3]. The rat ional  Bezier, B-spline and B-spline formulations [2,4] are 
also quite popular  for curves and surfaces modell ing. 
Bezier curves are defined as a l inear combinat ion of Berstein polynomial  functions, called 
the blending functions, with the constant coefficients being the given control points [3]. They 
satisfy the two important  mathemat ica l  propert ies which are the end point condit ions namely, 
the curve should pass through the first and the last control points, and the tangents  at the end 
points will be in the direction of the first and the last edges of the polygon of control points [3]. 
Similar results are also true for Bezier surface patches. It is well known that  Bezier formulat ion 
lacks the local behaviour or local property, i.e., changing any one of the given control points 
results in a completely different curve/surface. This happens due to the global nature of the 
Berstein polynomials,  i.e., the support  of the Berstein polynomial  functions is the whole domain 
of definit ion. 
The purpose of this paper  is to give a new set of blending functions fbr curves/surfaces mod- 
elling, where the designer has the control to vary the ' support '  of the blending functions, enabl ing 
him to obta in  curves/surfaces with local property. Wi th  the given set of control points, the de- 
signer specifies values for a set of parameters  by which he can vary the ' support '  of each of the 
blending functions. Thus, the designer can obtain a set of new curves which will differ either 
locally or global ly by either suitably modifying the set of control parameters  or by changing the 
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control points. We have proved that for a particular choice of values for the set of parameters 
our formulation will reduce to the rational Bezier, and therefore, Bezier formulations. 
2. NEW FORMULATION FOR CURVES 
AND SURFACES MODELL ING 
In this section, we begin with the definition of Bezier and rational Bezier curves and surfaces 
and then introduce our new formulation of representation f curves and surfaces and study its 
properties. 
DEFINITION. Let {P0,Pl . . . .  , Pn}  be a given set of control points in space. Then the Bezier 
polynomial (respectively, rational Bezier) curve p(.) (respectively, R(.)) on the interval I = [0, 1] 
is defined as: 
n 
p(u) = ~ Pi Bi,n(u), for u e I, (1) 
i=0 
where Bi,n(') is the Berstein polynomial [unction given by 
Bi,n(u) = nCi u i (1 - u) n-i,  u e I, (2) 
respectively, 
R(u) -- ~ Pi Ri,,~ (u), for u c I, (3) 
i=O 
where each of the blending functions Ri,,~(.) is given by 
Bi,~(u) Hi 
n , Ri,n(u) = ~j=O Hj Bj,n(u) u E I, and the weight Hi > 0. (4) 
DEFINITION. Let {Pi/}i=0,1 ..... re;j=0,1 ..... n be a set of control points. Then the Bezier (respec- 
tively, rational Bezier) surface patch S(., .) on the unit square I x I is defined as: 
S(u, v) -= ~ ~P i j  Bi,,~(u)Bj,~(v), for u, v E I, 
i=o j=o 
where the blending functions Bi,k(') (respectively, Ri,k(.)) are defined by (2) (respectively, (4)). 
For the end point conditions and the other various properties for the rational and the Bezier 
formulations we refer to [2,3]. 
Keeping our new representation for curves and surfaces in mind we will use the following 
definition of local support hroughout in this paper. 
DEFINITION. A continuous function f(.) defined on the interval [a, b] has local support property 
if for a given e > O, a small number, there exists an open subinterval (as, bs) such that 
(i) (bs - as) < (b -  a), 
(ii) [f(x)[ > e, whenever x 6 (as, bs) and [f(x)[ < e, if x E (as,bs) c. 
In this case, we say that [as, bs] is the local support of the function f(.)  with e precision. 
REMARK. In this paper, we have assumed that e is taken as the machine precision. Note that 
whenever the distance between two points is smaller than e then they will correspond to the same 
pixel. 
REMARK. We will use the term 'small' (respectively, 'large') local support o mean the length of 
the interval of the support of the function f(.) with e precision is small (respectively, large). 
REMARK. Throughout, in this paper we have used the term "the local support of f( .)" instead 
of "the local support of f(.) with e precision." 
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DEFINITION. Let {P0,P l , . . .  ,Pn} be a given set of control points in space. Let 0 = go < 111 < 
u2 < ...  < 11n = 1 be a subdivision of the unit interval I = [0, 1] into subintervals (u~, U~+l) of 
equal length. Define the space curve p(.) of order n by 
r t  
p(u) = E Pi Fi,n(u), for u E I, (5) 
i=0  
where the blending functions FW~(. ) are given by 
hi u { (1 - u) '~-i cos & ((u - u{)~) 
: E5 \o  h j  (1 - coseJ ((11 - ' 11 c I .  (G) 
with the input parameters hi and gi satisfying the following properties: V i = O, 1 . . . . .  n, 
(i) hi >_ O, and 
(ii) g~ C Z +, the set of positive integers. 
By properly choosing the g{ values the blending functions F<n(.) can be made to have the 
desired local support, and therefore, the curve p(.) will have the desired local property. This is 
because as u takes values away from u{ then cos e{ ( (u -  ui)~) < 1, and therefore, if the value ofgi 
is large (respectively, small) then cose ' ( (u -  u{)~) will approach to zero rapidly (respectively, 
slowly), and hence, F<,~(.) wi11 have small local support (respectively, large local support)(see 
Figures 1a-e). 
Suppose we take f = fi V i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n. Then, assuming a large positive value for g will lead to 
a curve with local property, i.e., changing any one of the control points will lead to a new curve, 
which will differ only locally from the original curve (see Figure 2) whereas, considering a small 
value for g will lead to curves with global nature. 
Suppose we vary each of the gk (k # i) values independently of the f{ value. Since the values of 
the parameter gk can be chosen arbitrarily, and thus, one can obtain curves with "mixed control 
behaviour," i.e., the curve can be made to have local (or global) property near the other control 
points. 
As an example, we have considered the various cases of changing f{, but keeping the remain- 
ing (A- fixed in Figure 3. 
Clearly, each F~.~(.) is infinite times differentiable. For each i, when u takes values away from u{ 
then FL,n(U ) ~ O, i.e., its contribution to the curve is almost zero. One can see that the curve 
p(.) follows sincerely the path of the sequence of the control points (see Figure 2). 
REMARK. The values of the parameters hi, i.e., the weights are given as input. By keeping the 
control points fixed and varying hi values, we will obtain different curves. Like rational Bezier 
and B-spline curves, our curve defined by (5) and (6) satisfies the property that when h{ increases 
the curve will be pulled towards Pi, and if h{ decreases the curve will move away from the control 
point Pi. 
The following theorems can be easily verified. 
THEOREM. The curve defined by (5) and (6) satisfies the end point conditions. 
THEOREM. The space curve p(.) given by (5) and (6) lies in the convex hub of the given set of 
control points. 
THEOREM. The blending functions atisfy the following conditions: 
(a) l imh~+~ Fi,,(u) = 1, u E (0, 1); 
(b) l imh~+~ Fk,,~(u) = O, for u E (0, 1) and k # i. 
In general, to model a complicated curve, simple curves are constructed and then joined to- 
gether. While joining these pieeewise smooth curves, one should take care to get a smooth joining 
of curves. For this, we define Geometric ontinuity or G(n-continuity at the joining of two curves. 
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(a) Bending functions defined by (1) and (2) with n = 4; {£i} = {25,25,25,25,25}; 
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(b) Bonding funct ions defined by (1) and (2) with n = 4; {£i} = {25, 25, 50, 25, 25}; 
{hi} ---- {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}. 
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(c) Bending functions defined by (1) and (2) with n = 4; {£i} = {25, 25, 5, 25, 25}; 
{hi} = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}. 
Figure 1. 






Figure 2. A profile of human face obtained using curves defined by (1) and (2) with 
local control property. 
Figure 3. Curves defined by (1) and (2) with varying local support. (a) n --- 4; 
{ei} = {25,25,25,25,25}; {hi} -- (1, 1, 1, 1, 1}, (b) n = 4; {gi} = {25,25,50,25,25}; 
{hi} = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}, and (c) n = 4; {gi} ---- {25,25,5,25,25}; {hi} = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}. 
DEFINITION. Let p(.)  and q(-) be two curves obtained using the equations (5) and (6) whose 
control points are {Po,P l , . . . , Pn}  and {qo, q l , . . . ,qm) ,  respectively. Then the curve p(.)  is 
joined with q(.) at  p(1) with G(Z)-continuity if
p(1)  = Pn = q(0) = q0 and p ' (1)  = kq(0),  wi th  k > 0. (7) 
Suppose we consider two curves p(.)  and  q(.) defined as follows: For u E I, 
and 
n h~ ~ (i _ u)n_~ co~, ((~ _ ~,)~) 
P(~) = Z P~ 
m . . 7r  p*(~) = ~ p; h~ ~(z  - ~)m-~ cos~: ( (~-  ~)~)  
( ))' ~=0 Ej=0 h~ u~ (1 - u)m-J eose; ((u - %)5 
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where 0 = uo < Ul < . "  < Un = 1 and 0 = u~ < u~ < .. .  < u m = 1, be two subdivisions of  I 
into subintervals of  equal length. Then, the G(1)-continuity (7) will become 
Pn = P~ 
and 
\h ;  j cos l ( 15) - p;). (8) 
The above conditions imply that the control points Pn-1,  Pn -- P~ and p~ shouM be collinear. 
We will show in our next theorem that the representation of curves defined by (5) and (6) is 
very general, by proving that it includes both Bezier and rational Bezier formulations. 
THEOREM. By properly choosing the values for gi and hi Y i = 0, 1 ,2 , . . .  ,n, the curve defined 
by (5) and (6) reduces to the rational Bezier curve, and hence, the Bezier curve. 
PROOF. For i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, choose hi -- Hi nCi and £i -- 0, where Hi >_ 0 is a constant. Then, 
for u C I, Fi,n(U) = Ri,n(u), for u E I and the curve p(-) becomes the rational Bezier curve. 
Clearly, for i -- 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, if we choose hi = nCi and £i = 0 then the curve p(.) reduces to the 
Bezier curve. 
Now we extend our study of curves defined by (5) and (6) to surface patches. 
DEFINITION. Let {Pij}i=0,1 ..... m;j=o,1 ..... n be a set of  (m + 1) x (n + 1) control points in space. 
Let  0 = Uo < ul < u2 < ""  < Um and 0 = vo < vl < .." < Vn = 1 be two subdivisions of  
equal size of  the interval I. Then, the parametric form of a surface patch S(., .) of order m x n 
is defined as the tensor product of  the curves given by (5) and (6), namely: for u, v E I ,  
= pij Fi,m( ) Fj,n(v), 
i=o j=o 
(9) 
where Fi,m(') and Fj,n(') are defined by (6), for the given set of  input values {hi, £i}m0 and 
{wj,  tj }in__0, respectively. 
In analogue to the curve case, the following results can be easily verified. 
THEOREM. The surface defined by (9) satisfies the following properties. 
(a) By properly choosing ~i and tj, the blending functions Fi,m(') and Fj,n(') both can be 
made to have small local supports. 
(b) S(., .) lies within the convex hull of  the set of  the control points {Pij}i=o,x ....... z;j=0,1 ....... 
I~EMARK. One can easily verify that  the conditions for G(1)-continuity at the joining of two 
Bezier patches and the surface patches defined by (9) are the same. 
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